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classed as demesnal or "mevkuvated" land; one twen-
tieth of one per cent if it is absolute property; and a
fixed annual charge of one per cent if it is property.
Mult and deinesnal lands owned by the State are not
subject to these provisions.
A special law governs the succession of real property;
it applies only to demesnal, inevkuvated, and vakuf
land. The law divides the claimants of the inheritance
into three classes.
Claimants of the first class are the descendants in di-
rect line. A direct descendant deceased is represented
by his children or grandchildren. If one or more of the
children of the deceased die without leaving issue, the
right of inheritance "belongs to the other descendants or
the heirs descending from the latter. The succession
continues indefinitely in the direct line of descent, and
the children, irrespective of sex, have equal rights. The
claimants of the second class are the father and the
mother of the deceased or their descendants. The father
and the mother inherit in equal proportion. If one of
them is deceased, his or her descendants are substituted
in the order established by the claimants of the first
class. If the deceased parent has left no descendants,
the surviving parent then living shall be the only claim-
ant to the inheritance. If the father and the mother have
"both previously died, their portions revert to their re-
spective descendants in the determined order. If one-
of them has no descendants, his or her portion reverts
to the descendants of the other. The claimants of the
third class are the grandparents or their descendants.
The order of succession of the descendants of the father,
mother, and grandparents is the same as that of claim-
ants of the first class. Each heir of the first, second, or
third class who shall have a right to the inheritance on
various grounds is entitled to the portions due Trim or her.
The claimants of an earlier class take precedence.

